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Dada Painters Poets Anthology Motherwell

Any retrospective of an artist as prolific as Motherwell has to leave out a good deal. Nor was one's appreciation of Motherwell enhanced by Frank Lloyd Wright's polemic against modern painting—the ...

The Motherwell retrospective

114-121) Mary Ann Caws Robert Motherwell is my topic here: I knew him, loved him, and discussed at length with him his relation to the painting and poetry of France and of America, to other arts such ...

Artists, Intellectuals, and World War II: The Pontigny Encounters at Mount Holyoke College, 19421944

An actor friend of mine got in touch a few months ago and said, 'You're not going to believe this…' He'd been reading a 1960s book about the Dada movement ... from theatre to painting. Which do you ...

Nicholas Pegg

In the 1980s, a group of poets residing in Buenos Aires launched the literary journal XUL: Signo Viejo y Nuevo. The journal's name refers to Alejandro Xul Solar, a painter and poet ... Molly Weigel, ...

The XUL Poetry Journal

As he said in 1946, he "wanted to get away from the physical aspect of painting. I was more interested in recreating ... Ezra Pound admired "the dance of the intellect among words" in Laforgue's ...

OF 20TH-CENTURY ART

Have a question? Ask a specialist. Want to sell a work by this artist? Consign with Artsy. Signed, dated and numbered to lower edge 'Jim Dine 1971 65/75'.

The Realistic Poet Assassinated, 1970

Almost 50 authors, graphic artists, filmmakers and illustrators from India, Pakistan and Bangladesh contributed to the Anthology "This Side That Side". Created in tandem, as collaboration between an ...

The contributors

Humanities and Sciences is the largest department at the School of Visual Arts, serving nearly every undergraduate student. We offer more than 200 courses, taught by instructors who are writers, ...

Humanities and Sciences

The city is a treasure trove of ever-changing art, so let's get out there ...